Baking Show Drawing Challenges
Combine art and food in this fun drawing challenge for kids! These baking show themed
drawing challenges can be done individually, but theyʼre a lot of fun to do with a group. Give
kids a set amount of time to complete their drawing, and then have a group presentation time!
Let each child show their drawing and explain what they made. This is fabulous for not just
drawing skills, but also speaking skills and listening skills while they watch others give their
presentations.
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Cake Baking Challenge
Draw a cake
with two
different sauces,
two types of fruit, and as
many layers as possible!

Spectacular Cupcakes

Draw half a dozen cupcakes
decorated with a theme! Be
ready to explain your theme.
Ideas: Months of the
year, animals,
characters, fruits,
vehicles, colors

Turn it into a Pie!

Take your favorite meal and turn
it into a pie! Draw the pie as well
as a single slice so we can see
whatʼs inside. Spaghetti pie, hot
dog pie... Whatʼs your favorite
dinner? Now put it
in a pie!

Dessert Sandwich
Draw a delicious dessert
sandwich! Decide what to use
for the outside of the sandwich.
Cookies? Sponge cake?
Then draw the filling with
frosting, ice cream, or
whatever you choose!

Gingerbread House
Draw a magnificent
gingerbread house
with at least 6
different types of candy
decorations. Make the house
as elaborate as you can!

Donut Challenge

Draw a dozen delicious
donuts! Be sure to include at
least two different flavors
of icing. Challenge
yourself to think of as
many creative toppings
as you can!

Amazing Cookies
Design a new type of cookie that
no one has baked before! What
ingredients will you combine?
Think about what types of fruit,
nuts, or chocolate you will
include.

Lovely Layered Parfait!
A parfait is a layered desert made in
a glass dish. Itʼs made with layers of
fruit, custard, pudding, whipped
cream, or ice cream. Design a
dessert parfait with all least 3
different types of layers!

